I. CONTEXT
Complexity is challenging to define. At its simplest, complexity is a state of intricacy.1 It
demands cross-disciplinary, inter-generational and cross-cultural assessment, understanding and
debate to successfully address a complex issue. Susan Howitt, from the ANU’s Research School
of Biology, proposed that whilst issues are frequently complicated, they only become complex at
an intersection with ethics.2 Whaling is one such problem. Globally, and for thousands of years,
whales have been hunted for their meat, bones and blubber.3 With improved technologies and a
heightened global focus on whaling, three million whales were killed in the 20th century.4 This
endangered the Fin whale, pushed the North Atlantic Right whale and the Antarctic Blue whale to
the brink of extinction, whilst also depleting the population of Sperm whales and Blue whales by
66 per cent and 90 per cent respectively.5 Following this cull, a majority of the global community
identified a need to protect whales from commercial whaling. The tension between global
responsibility and sovereignty, underpinned by opposing cultural views towards ethics, is what
makes this issue complex.
As demonstrated in our seminar with Steven Cork, it is critical to ‘zoom out’ on an issue
in order to identify all assumptions and perspectives that motivate the perpetuation of a situation.
My board is designed to give this overall perspective by visually outlining the factors, which
motivate the actions of each relevant stakeholder. Through an exploration of cultural, economic
and identity issues, this rationale concludes that as long as factors motivating action in opposition
to international doctrines exist, international law, as a voluntary mechanism, is unable to
completely regulate the whaling industry.
II. THE LAW
In my interview with Simon Rice, he explained that the law approaches issues in two
ways: regulatory purpose; or, human rights’ perspective. 6 The international community,
represented by the yellow string, endeavours to use international law as a regulatory mechanism
to prohibit commercial whaling. Currently, 88 states are members of the International Convention
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on the Regulation of Whaling.7 This conventions aims to, ‘ensure proper and effective
conservation and development of whale stocks,’ in support of both the International Agreement
for the Regulation of Whaling (1937) and its subsequent protocols.8 The International Whaling
Commission (IWC) was also established under article III(1) of the convention and was
responsible for the 1986 moratorium on commercial whaling.9 As an international instrument that
functions in respect of state sovereignty, its effectiveness relies on a willingness to be bound
under a common goal and the goodwill of signatories to act in accordance with the convention.
Henkin acknowledges that whilst international law cannot be enforced to the same extent as
domestic law, internal and external forces generally induce compliance.10 Official objections to
the moratorium by Japan, Norway and the USSR exempted these countries from the
moratorium.11 This principle of voluntarism is a fundamental notion of state sovereignty and
allows states to consent to, or opt out of, an international agreement. 12 Moreover, whilst Iceland
did not initially object to the moratorium, in 1992 it left the IWC and only re-adhered to the
Convention with a documented reservation against the moratorium in 2002.13 Japan has since
withdrawn its official objection and now whales under the scientific research exception.14
In 2007, a resolution was passed by the IWC prohibiting ‘scientific whaling’ by Japan in
the Southern Ocean.15 This resolution was passed upon recommendation of the IWC Scientific
Committee, which reported that Japan’s research goals did not require lethal force. 16 Further
emphasising this perspective, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) held that Japan’s JARPA II
scientific program was not undertaken for scientific purposes. Consequently, the ICJ ordered that
the program was in breach of the obligations of the International Convention for the Regulation of
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Whaling due to its commercial nature.17 In response, Japan abandoned the program, and
continued to whale for ‘scientific’ purposes under the NEWREP-A program. Whilst NEWREP-A
is also likely to fall within commercial whaling, Japan extinguished the jurisdiction of the ICJ
following the 2014 case for, “any dispute arising out of, concerning, or relating to research on, or
conservation, management or exploitation of, living resources of the sea.’18 Consequently,
Australia cannot commence new proceedings against Japan’s NEWREP-A program in the ICJ.
Due to the non-binding nature of the resolution, and Japan’s ability to whale under a new
program, Japan continues to whale for ‘scientific research’ and has already killed 333 Minke
Whales in the Southern Ocean in 2017.19 To ensure sustainability, Norwegian and Icelandic
governments use domestic law to determine yearly quotas indicating the number of whales that
can be hunted. Norway initially established a quota of 671 Minke whales in 2002, but now allows
for more than 1000 to be killed each year. 20 Iceland sets quotas of 160 rorquals (includes Blue,
Humpback and Fin whales) and 216 Minke whales. 21 These three countries demonstrate how the
effectiveness of international law can be limited by states who decide to act in objection to
international agreements.
The seminar on systems thinking, run by Newell and Proust, identified the importance of using
graphs to identify trends. Below is a graph identifying the influence of international law on global
whaling.
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The international moratorium on whaling resulted in a significant decrease in the number of
whales hunted globally. The graph demonstrates that international legal mechanisms are effective
at binding nations who hold similar perspectives towards a global issue and voluntarily act to
resolve that issue. Consequently, a tension exists between sustainable whaling, underpinned by
culture, identity and economics, and a moratorium on whaling, founded on animal rights and
conservation.
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) also prohibits the
global trade of whale meat.22 Similarly to the moratorium, Japan, Norway and Iceland removed
themselves from this prohibition by formally lodging reservations against the convention.23
Despite international condemnation, trade between Japan, Norway and Iceland is legal under their
domestic laws.24 Consequently, Lieberman, the director of WWF’s global species program, states
that whilst the trade is legal, it ‘undermines the effectiveness of CITES,’ whilst also operating in
opposition to international principles.25 Whilst international conventions cannot enforce
membership, it has introduced significant red tape which Kristjan, the CEO of Iceland’s only Fin
Whaling Company, Havalur, has stated is, ‘the main reason,’ that no hunting will occur in 2017.26
Consequently, despite not legally binding nations, the law disrupts global trade.

III. CULTURE
Whaling has been expressed by Japan, Norway and Iceland as a culturally significant
activity, steeped in tradition. Whaling has, subsequently, often been framed as, ‘save the whales
or kill a culture.’27 I chose to depict the cultural perspective of whaling for each stakeholder on
my board through an image because visuals provide a unique and effective way of conveying
individual narratives.28 Whilst the beautiful Japanese relief highlights the importance of whaling
to Japanese ancestry and tradition, it is critical to acknowledge that this industry is generationally
divisive. Older generations acknowledge the significance of whaling for Japanese identity,
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marketing whale meat as the food of strength,29 whilst younger generations, resulting from
increased western influence, acknowledge and endorse international movements for protection.
As a result of declining demand, Japan has roughly 5000 tonnes of whale meat stored in
freezers. 30 Consequently, this is an issue that may, with time, resolve itself as younger generations
begin to influence the future of their country. Similarly, the tradition of whaling is evaporating
with Norway’s older generation. In order to enliven the industry and encourage cultural
practices, the Norwegian government provides tax exemptions and free storage facilities.31
Considering the law respects principles of sovereignty and voluntarism, it will not be able to
effectively regulate the industry by itself as long as cultural practices operate in opposition to the
global moratorium. Due to the changing opinions of younger generations, cultural priorities may
shift organically towards conservation in the future.
IV. ECONOMICS
Whaling has been an important economic industry for Norway and Iceland in the 21st
century. This is highlighted by Norway, who exported 4,250kg of frozen whale (tail, fins, blubber
and meat) to Japan in 2013. 32 The commercial nature of Iceland’s whaling industry is
demonstrated by the collapse of the Japanese market for Fin whale in 2011. As a result of this lost
market, no hunting of Fin whales occurred in 2011 or 2012.33 Consequently, whaling in Iceland
and Norway is an economic industry, fluctuating with market trends to serve cultural demands. As
discussed with Rob Costanza, all stakeholders have alternative narratives, which shade the truth
to further individual agendas. Due to shifting ethical ideals, the Icelandic government is using
information, which has not yet been proven, to endorse the dissolving industry. The report
proposed that killing 150 Fin whales, and 150 Minke whales each year would increase the
number of Cod and Haddock found in Icelandic waters.34 The government argued subsequently
that the fishing quotas for Cod and Haddock would be increased and would provide an additional
US$94 million to the economy.35 Dr Corkeron, however, contends that whales do not consume
commercially significant fish and that culling whales will not increase fish yields in Icelandic
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waters.36 This dichotomy demonstrates the difficulty of ascertaining the truth, and the
consequential difficulty in addressing complex problems when truth is uncertain. Iceland is
experiencing a tension between revenue received through whaling and that of whale watching,
which generates roughly US$13 million per year. 37 In 2011, the Icelandic Travel Industry
Association approached the Minister of Fisheries with concerns that whale watching boats are
required to venture further out to sea to see whales due to the whaling industry.38 Consequently,
whilst international law may be unable to legally regulate Iceland’s domestic whaling industry,
tourism may become an influential market force, capable of driving Iceland away from
commercial whaling.
V. IMAGE & IDENTITY
The image that a nation wants to portray on the international stage is also an important factor to
understand. By whaling under scientific research, the only exception to the moratorium, Japan is
demonstrating that it wants to balance domestic culture and tradition with international norms and
expectations. Conversely, Iceland partakes in whaling to display strength. Whilst Japan wants to
be viewed as a cooperative nation, Iceland’s policy demonstrates that it will decide domestic
industry independently of international expectations to ensure survival as a rational actor in an
anarchic system.39 International law is not equipped to understand and account for factors of
identity. Political science, however, uses realist, liberal and constructivist theories to understand
and predict the actions of nations. By introducing a solution based on one discipline, international
law, a reinforcing feedback loop has developed: the more the international community attempts to
regulate the industry, the more Iceland whales in objection. This
described by systems thinking as fix that fails. Consequently,
interdisciplinary approach, using systems thinking, political
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VI. SCENARIO PLANNING
Scenario planning provides a structured way of
planning for the future. By using this mechanism the limitations and

benefits of

current and alternative legal policies can be assessed. The current system of regulation is limited
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in its effectiveness because there is no connection between Japanese, Norwegian and Icelandic
domestic law and international law. If international law were to embrace sustainable whaling, as
opposed to zero whaling, the international community would be able to determine whaling quotas
to ensure sustainability as well as ethical guidelines for how and where whales are killed. This
element of control would benefit the industry as current practices allow for endangered species to
be hunted, as well as unethical hunting methods to be used. Doing this, however, would
undermine international opinions towards ethics and conservation.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Policy focus on whale preservation

My board reduces complexity by providing an overall outline of the motivations underpinning
whaling. Visual thinking and assumption-based planning reduce uncertainty by addressing causes
rather than symptoms and enabling all facets to be assessed. After evaluating the issue of whaling,
it is apparent that legal mechanisms are an important aspect of regulation. To effectively regulate
the industry, however, a trans-disciplinary assessment is required to ensure that policy approaches
will not fail or lead to unforeseen consequences. Systems thinking and scenario planning are also
useful tools for assessing trends, the effectiveness of legal mechanisms, and planning future
policies.
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